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DESCRIPTION AND AIMS 
 
The TPFF Directory is a working directory of research in linguistic and cultural representation in               
Audiovisual Translation. It is intended for researchers, teachers, students of translation and            
professional translators with an interest in AVT as cross-cultural mediation and its societal impact.              
Studies listed are broadly cross-cultural and pragmatic in perspective, explicitly or implicitly. They             
focus on interlingual depictions in telecinematic text of how people talk and express interpersonal              
meaning, with or without acknowledged affiliation to, or engagement with, pragmatics. 
 
The directory aims to give work in this new domain of enquiry greater visibility and critical mass, and                  
to serve as a platform for further developments. The methodological template for the database              
doubles up as a framework for critical review, and for identifying gaps in provision in the overview                 
that will gradually accrue.  
 
•  The Directory is established in conjunction with the Tapping the Power of Foreign Language Films: AVT as 
Cross-cultural Mediation (TPFF) AHRC-funded research network (AH/N007026/1; Guillot, UEA, Co-I Desilla, UCL, 
with Mingant, Pavesi, Zabalbeascoa). 

 
 
RATIONALE 
 
The circulation of foreign-language films and media product relying on AVT to reach their public has                
increased beyond measure with digitization and global dissemination. Media and cultural products            
mediated through translation have acquired unprecedented currency as a medium of cross-cultural            
exchange, but we have limited understanding of what linguistic and cultural representations they             
convey to the public, and of their societal impact. A basic issue is access to dedicated research data                  
in usable form, on the depiction of communicative practices governed in interlingual subtitling and              
dubbing by different cultural schemata and linguistic encoding, and by the constraints and             
specificities peculiar to the intersemiotic film medium.  
 
There have been two types of research in AVT and cross-cultural representation:  

 

• specialised research drawing on accredited methodologies to analyse communicative practices           
cross-culturally, i.e. with an overtly identified pragmatics focus and methodological framework, on            
politeness, speech acts like greetings, compliments and advice, swearing and insults, interpersonal            
address, implicature, conversational moves, for example; studies of this kind are still comparatively             
few; 



 

 

• incidental research on how language is used in social contexts and meaning negotiated in verbal                
exchange, generated as a by-product of documenting translation issues and typologizing strategies            
for dealing with them across recurrent concerns (culture specific reference, humour, depiction of             
language variation – sociolects, idiolects, non-standard language -, of orality, etc.); there is more              
research of this type but the overall picture is limited, and fragmented.  

 

A critical synthesis of these various strands is needed. Pooling findings and methodologies is crucial               
to promote the comparability, reliability and complementarity of studies, and build up a catalogue of               
recurrent aspects and features, translation strategies and, critically, pragmatic specificities, as a            
platform for further research. The job of description is also a necessity for new reception research,                
into interpretation and responses to AVT-mediated cultural products from the perspective of            
cross-cultural understanding, now barely in its infancy.  

As a principled framework to record research on AVT as cross-cultural mediation, the Directory is a                
timely tool for compiling an expandable primary resource for research in the field as an online                
database available to all, and driving innovation in exploring cross-cultural representation in AVT as a               
necessary step towards appraising its impact on audiences and society.  
 
 
DESIGN 
 
The Directory has two main sections. It can be searched by any of the field headings. 
 
Metadata  

Date  
Research Domain e.g. Translation Studies, Sociolinguistics 
Author(s) surnames, name(s) Alphabetical order by surname 
Source 
Volume, page numbers 
AVT modality Subtitling or Dubbing/Multilingual 
Languages SOURCE TEXT/S [caps]-target text/s [l.c] 
Title 

 
Features   

Perspective Directly or indirectly pragmatic [Dir/Indir] 
Focus 
Stated theoretical context 
Methodology e.g. case study, corpus study   
(Findings where stated/supplied by authors)  

 
 
For information on how to use and search the database, right click on the Directory’s labels or on                  
the ? [help] tile in Airtable. 
 
 
CONTENTS 



 
The TPFF database launched in July 2017 with articles up to July 2017 from the research journals                 
listed alphabetically below from their inception, and chapters in edited volumes with relevant             
contributions. A separate section lists edited volumes on Audiovisual translation with relevant            
chapters. 
 
Contents are subsequently being developed as relevant work gets published, or comes to attention              
or is submitted for inclusion. 
 

 
Intercultural Pragmatics (start 2004) 
Journal of Pragmatics (start 1989)  
Jostran (start 2004)   
META (start 1970)  

Perspectives (starts 1993)  
SLTI (2007-10)  
Target (start 1989)   
The Translator (start 1995) 

 
 
 
SUBMITTING ENTRIES 
 
To submit an entry for the Directory, report an error or otherwise contribute to the database, please                 
email Professor Marie-Noelle Guillot with details, using the rubrics identified above for new entries if               
at all possible (m.guillot@uea.ac.uk), 
 
To submit an entry for the Directory, please use the on-line form supplied:  

⇨ Click on “Grid view” just below the “TPFF Directory of Research” tab (first in the list at the                  
top of the table) 

⇨ Click on “Form”, fill in the form and submit. We will then receive a notification and activation                 
email for your submission. 

To report an error or for any other comment about the database, please email Professor               
Marie-Noelle Guillot (m.guillot@uea.ac.uk).  

Entry contributors are acknowledged in the list of contributors shown in the database 
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ACRONYMS  
 
TS Translation Studies  
SL Source language 
TL Target language 
SA Source audience 
TA Target audience 
ECR Extra linguistic cultural reference 
 
 


